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About the cover

15-DAY AVERAGE CO (PPBV) FOR Z=160-290 M, NO CLOUDS

This month's cover depicts the volume mixing ratio of
carbon monoxide (CO, in parts per billion by volume, or
ppbv) simulated to be in the planetary boundary layer
(PBL) in the absence of vertical transport by clouds. CO
is a long-range atmospheric tracer of automotive and other
anthropogenic emissions. The CO is an average of the last
15 days of April 1982 at a nominal height of 160 to 290
meters above the earth's surface.

Superimposed on a hemispheric background level of CO
of about 120 parts per billion, we see the effect of anthro-
pogenic pollution from North America and Europe. High
concentrations of CO over the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean result from two plumes, one moving toward the
north and east from North America and the other moving
to the south from Europe. Related calculations show that
including a parameterization of vertical transport by
clouds reduces the simulated maximum concentrations in
the PBL to 30-50% of the values shown.

The output is from research by Richard Brost of the
Atmospheric Chemistry Division (ACD) using a synoptic
scale meteorological and chemical set of models run on
the CRAY X-MP/48. The models used 190-km horizontal
resolution, had 15 vertical levels, and had 42,000 grid
points. The NCAR-Pennsylvania State University
mesoscale model made ten consecutive three-day simula-
tions, starting each simulation from observations. The
chemical model, derived from the regional acid deposition
model, ran off-line, using data from the meteorological
model, and made a continuous one-month-long simula-
tion.

Simulating 26 predicted chemical species for one month
used 15 hours of a single processor on the X-MP. Bob
Chatfield of ACD helped modify the default NCAR
Graphics routines to produce the plot.
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Distributed computing: Many people believe
that scientific computing will soon consist of
supercomputers and workstations coupled together
with networks and sharing various resources
therein. Workstations offer at least two tremen-
dous benefits. First, they serve only one user and
thus provide immediate response. Second, they
can be equipped with a large assortment of soft-
ware that is not only low cost, but often is not
available on supercomputers. NCAR is moving
steadily toward such an environment. The article
"Distributed Computing - What does it mean?"
gives a preview of the future.

Parallel processing on real-world problems:
From my perspective, one of the delightful things
about the geosciences community is its need to
carry out large computer simulations that require
enormous amounts of computation (the cover
graphic in this issue was taken from one example
of such). There is general agreement that the
speed of a single-processor supercomputer is
approaching its maximum performance level; thus,
to get additional computational power we will
have to resort to parallel processing. And equally
delightful is the fact that our community probably
makes greater use of parallel processing on real-
world problems than any other community in
supercomputing. Such use implicitly demonstrates

and confirms our need for the highest level of
computational performance. So we were pleased
that an NCAR "computist" has been recognized
for this sort of work. See "Chervin receives
parallel computing award" for details.

New network link: After several months of
determined effort by many people, NCAR scien-
tists now have access to NASA's Space Physics
Analysis Network (SPAN). From my perspective,
one of the most exciting aspects of SPAN was the
extensive cooperation among NCAR divisions
during the planning and installation of it. That
sort of can-do teamwork combined with scientific
assets such as SPAN bodes well for NCAR's
future.

We are also pleased to announce that users will
have access to the CRAY X-MP half an hour more
on Tuesdays and Thursdays because preventive
maintenance has been reduced (See Systems
News).

As always, this issue of the SCD Computing News
contains several articles - from the next version
of the X-MP operating system to screen dumps on
Macs - that relate directly to usage of our facil-
ity. I urge you to review its contents carefully.
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NCAR connects to SPAN

by Nancy Dawson

The NCAR connection to the Space Physics Analysis
Network (SPAN) is now operational. SPAN is a
network of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA); NCAR is currently linked to
it via NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston.

The SPAN network is used primarily by NCAR users
who are computing in a VAX/VMS-DECnet environ-
ment, though some SPAN nodes also have TCP/IP
(Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol)
capabilities. DECnet is the family of networking
protocols provided by Digital Equipment Corporation
for DEC computers. The SPAN connection makes it
possible for DECnet users who do not have Internet
access to communicate with colleagues at other
institutions by copying files, sending mail, listing

directory contents, and so on. In addition, non-DECnet
users can exchange mail with SPAN nodes through a
variety of inter-network bridges. (Figure 1 shows
NCAR's connection to SPAN and SPAN's connec-
tions to other networks.)

Data available

By using SPAN, NCAR scientists have direct access
to atmospheric and oceanic data collected by National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and NASA
satellites. SPAN also provides access to other collec-
tions of climatological and oceanographic data.
NCAR and NASA have a history of collaborating on
projects and sharing data, and SPAN access makes the
data exchange easier. In fact, the original impetus for

continued on next page

This figure shows the connections among various international networks and institutions and SPAN. Some networks
are shown in more than one location because of the redundancy built into SPAN. If one connection is down, alter-
nate routes are available.
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an NCAR connection to SPAN came from Barbara
Emery, a scientist in NCAR's High Altitude Observa-
tory who works with data from NASA's Dynamics
Explorer satellites. Computer programmers from
three NCAR divisions then became involved in
setting up the connection: Paul Bailey (Atmospheric
Chemistry Division), Jon Corbet (Atmospheric
Technology Division), and Basil Irwin (Scientific
Computing Division).

NASA has sponsored several pilot programs in the
past few years to develop interactive databases that
serve specific needs in various disciplines. Several
of the NASA datasets that have been compiled under
these activities are available in on-line catalogs that
are accessible through SPAN. Browse and display
capabilities are also available. Of particular interest to
NCAR researchers are data in the Pilot Climate Data
System, the Pilot Land Data System, the Pilot Ocean
Data System, and the Planetary Data System.

SPAN connections and access

Internationally, SPAN connects over 1,500 nodes,
most of which use DECnet protocols. The nodes are
in the United States, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,

Great Britain, and elsewhere. Presently, SPAN is
connected to the NCAR Ethernet via a NASA com-
puter used by the Global Observations, Modeling, and
Optical Techniques Project in the Atmospheric Chem-
istry Division. Other VAX computers at NCAR are
connected to the Ethernet, allowing their users access
to SPAN via the computer in ACD. The initial
connectivity to SPAN does not provide all the func-
tionality needed to access SCD resources. Conse-
quently, SCD will be upgrading its connectivity over
the next year.

For SPAN assistance

If you need assistance in using SPAN at NCAR,
contact the system administrator of the NCAR division
that is sponsoring your research. If you have questions
regarding the mail exchange between the TCP/IP
Internet and SPAN, call Greg Woods at (303) 497-
1295 or send him e-mail at woods@ncar.ucar.edu on
the Internet. The NCAR divisions that have SPAN
nodes and the system administrators are listed in the
table below.

Nancy Dawson is the Documentation Group Head within
SCD.

Division

Atmospheric
Technology

Scientific
Computing

Climate and
Global Dynamics

Administrator

Jon Corbet
(303) 497-8793

Craig Ruff
(303) 497-1211

Liz Coolbaugh
(303) 497-1327

Mesoscale and Micro- Pat Waukau
scale Meteorology (303) 497-8906

Atmospheric
Chemistry

Dan Packman
(303) 497-1427

Paul Bailey
(303) 497-1410

Internet address

corbet@rdss.ucar.edu

cruff@ncar.ucar.edu

liz@cgdra.ucar.edu

waukau@mmm.ucar.edu

pack@acdpyr.ucar.ed

bailey@acdpyr.ucar.edu

SPAN address

rdss::corbet (9452::corbet)

aapl::manager (9574::manager)

mmm::waukau (9650::waukau)

acdurs::pack (9583::pack)

acdurs::bailey (9583::bailey)
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Distributed computing - What does it mean?

by Dan Anderson

Most NCAR computer users are familiar with the
concepts of distributed computing. They have pre-
pared jobs for the CRAY computers and looked at
CRAY output on front-end computers for years.
Unfortunately, what was once a straightforward
process has steadily grown more complicated. Under
the distributed computing environment, we prepare
jobs on one machine, examine output on another with
graphics capability, access files on another with large
disks, and archive data on yet another. Not only do
we have specialized computers, but we have special-
ized networks, depending on the type of data or file
movement that we require for a computing task. As
users we have moved from outside a computing
system submitting tasks to one computer, to inside a
computing network managing tasks between comput-
ers. Users are increasingly concerned that too much
time spent managing their computing tasks will
hamper their real work.

The computing industry has put forward an answer to
this dilemma: "the workstation." What is a worksta-
tion? What is a user interface? What is a transparent
gateway? What is a window manager? Why will any
of this help? Do the proselytizers for the universal
operating system called UNIX have the answer? In
this article, I will discuss these topics and how they
can help simplify distributed computing chores.

Some definitions

A workstation is a terminal with some computing
capability. The term workstation suggests that it serves
more than one function. A set of workstation func-
tions needed by scientist-users might include graphics
generation, word processing, program editing, program
debugging, task submission to other computers, file
and data archive access, local job processing, and
access to various large output devices such as the
DICOMED graphics processor. This functionality also
implies that the workstation is running a communica-
tions subsystem with access to the outside world and
to the local networks connecting computer systems at
the workstation site. A useful workstation need not
cost tens of thousands of dollars. Workstations now
available for $3,000 to $5,000 will support quick-look

graphics and good command interfaces that will make
it easier for you to deal with the distributed computing
multimachine functionality.

A user interface refers to the collection of things that
you use to communicate with a computer, for ex-
ample, the terminal, mouse, keyboard, window dis-
plays, menus, and library commands.

Workstations now available
for $3,000 to $5,000 will
support quick-look graphics
and good command interfaces.

Communication gateways are another function in the
distributed computing universe. Gateways are inter-
section points between different kinds of networks or
between networks and computing systems. Gateways
may provide a low-level function such as communica-
tion protocol translation or may even provide a high-
level function such as operating system command
translation. Gateways should be totally transparent to
the user, and therefore there should be no need to talk
about them. While this is not currently true for SCD
gateways, we are working on it. From among the
standards set out for communications between ma-
chines, SCD has adopted the TCP/IP (Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) standards and in
the future will adopt the ISO (International Standards
Organization) standards in the implementation of user
communication interfaces. We have chosen these
standards because they are the mainline communica-
tions standards used by the UNIX world to which we
expect to migrate. You will need to learn only one set
of communications function commands. When
underlying communications protocols change, the
command interface will not change - only the implem-
entation of that interface will change.

Window managers are another much-bandied-about
concept in computing science publications these days.
You may have seen or played with the Apple Macin-
tosh window interface. "It's delightful for the tasks
the Mac supports, but how does it relate to the multi-
task, multimachine interaction needed to support the
workstation activities just discussed?" you might ask.

continued on next page
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With some additional support supplied by SCD on
specialized window applications, it would appear that
window managers are highly desirable. The major
problem in a multitask, multimachine environment,
besides the burden of the different command imple-
mentations, is management, that is, monitoring and
managing tasks executing on different machines in the
distributed environment. A dumb terminal can only
"look at" one task at a time. A workstation running a
window manager can look at many tasks at one time;
that is, it allows you to monitor a number of executing
tasks and to select any of the tasks and then communi-
cate instructions that redirect output, transmit com-
mands and data to the tasks, and so forth.

All of the window managers,
X Windows, MS Windows,
and the Mac system, have
graphical interfaces, and SCD
will be developing translators
to them.

There are a number of window managers available
now. I have mentioned the window interface for the
Macintosh. The Microsoft (MS) Windows system
seems to be emerging as the standard for IBM per-
sonal computers and clones, and in the UNIX and
DEC world, X Windows has become the de facto
standard. Each of these window operating systems
has its own advantages and disadvantages. Since the
workstations likely to be used by NCAR users would
be Macs, PCs, small Suns, and DEC systems, SCD
will try to develop and support user functions across
all three of these window systems. The specific
implementation of a function may be different, be-
cause on one system you might drag the mouse to do
it and on another you would pull down a menu and
select the function, but the set of user interface func-
tions should be recognizable on each system. Our
guiding principal for designing the user interfaces is to
enable you to move between systems and experience
the least surprise.

Additional window application functions

What additional functions must a workstation window
manager for scientific users support? Obviously,

communication and remote file access are the highest
priority. If we are to migrate to UNIX as the standard
operating system, then we should choose to use the
UNIX standard communication subsystem. That
means the workstation must be able to use TCP/IP.
There is a method of "mounting" file systems associ-
ated with TCP/IP protocols called the Network File
System (NFS), which has become the new UNIX de
facto standard for file access. NFS works well on
"windowed" workstations running on local area
networks (LANs). NFS will not work well across
gateways that fragment packets or across networks in
which packet losses are typically high. NFS offers an
alternative to moving a file from a remote system to
your workstation in order to access it. Instead, under
NFS, the file system appears to be "mounted" as a file
system on your workstation. Scientific users of
workstations on distributed systems need an additional
function: the ability to define macros, which allow
sets of complex commands to be invoked by entering
one easy-to-type command. This command expansion
function is handled by the command processor.

An added benefit of a command processor is that it
allows both individual users and SCD to develop
libraries of "commands." These save you time in
typing in the commands and in developing your own
command libraries. A command processor also allows
SCD to implement standard command interfaces even
though the underlying systems may not directly
support them yet.

A third function useful to users of a scientific worksta-
tion window manager is to be able to translate stan-
dard graphics metacode files and present the "pictures"
in an applications window. All of the window manag-
ers, X Windows, MS Windows, and the Mac system,
have graphical interfaces, and SCD will be developing
translators to them.

We believe that, if SCD offers support for the func-
tions described above on each of the window manag-
ers, the workstation will offer a very attractive alterna-
tive to the terminal. In addition, workstations will
allow users to better manage their computing tasks in
a highly distributed environment.

Dan Anderson is Head of the Distributed Computing
Environment Group of the Distributed Computing Section
within SCD.
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Cheivin receives parallel computing award

by Juli Rew and Carol Rasmussen

Editor's note: Some of the information in this article
was taken from "Chervin Honored for Parallel
Computing Advances" by Carol Rasmussen, which
appeared in Staff Notes, March 31, 1988.

Robert Chervin of the NCAR Climate and Global
Dynamics Division recently received honorable
mention for the Gordon Bell Award for Parallelism.
Bell, vice-president for research and development at
Ardent Computer, established the award this year to
recognize significant work in parallel computing. Bob
discussed his experiences in this new field with SCD
Computing News.

Bob is one of a handful of researchers in the world
engaged in "real world" computing on multiple
processors simultaneously, a technique known as
parallel processing or multitasking. The European
Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) is using multitasking to reduce the execu-
tion time of its 10-day operational weather forecasts.
Bob believes that climate modelers can also benefit
from designing their models to take advantage of
parallel processors.

Some atmospheric processes
operate independently, a form
of "natural parallelization."

Parallel processing is not really a new concept. In the
days before electronic computers, the number and
speed of calculations deemed necessary to "predict"
numerically the behavior of the atmosphere seemed
impossible to achieve. The great English meteorolo-
gist Lewis Frye Richardson in a 1922 paper reportedly
envisioned an amphitheatre filled with 64,000 people,
each equipped with slide rules and calculating ma-
chines. A "conductor" in the middle would beam
colored lights to signal different groups of individuals
to begin calculating (see illustration, next page).

This concept is not far from what actually occurs
today in one of Chervin's runs of a special version of
the NCAR Community Climate Model (CCM), a

Robert Chervin's climate models are running up to 3.7
times faster since he modified the code to take advan-
tage of parallel processing.

complex numerical model of the general circulation of
the atmosphere. The CRAY X-MP has four proces-
sors, each of which can be working on a different part
of the model calculations, an attractive way to gain a
significant advance in speed.

Multitasking considerations

In order to use multiple processors at peak efficiency,
Bob had to restructure a version of the CCM to
optimize multitasking. In explaining the problems of
dealing with multitasking, Bob often turns to analo-
gies. "For example, say you wanted to put books on a
shelf," he says. "If you are working alone, it might be
fastest for you to have one big stack of books to grab
from the top of. If you had three helpers, however,
the task might go more quickly if the books were in
four piles." A problem might arise if the helpers

continued on next page
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started getting in each other's way. In a more compli-
cated scenario, suppose a carpenter was building the
bookcase while the helpers tried to fill it with books.
If the carpenter fell behind, this would be what is
called a "task imbalance," Bob says.

How you divide up the tasks and determine your
multitasking strategies for a climate or any geophysi-
cal model depends on the numerical algorithms
involved and the physical processes that it incorpo-
rates, he adds. Some atmospheric processes operate
independently, a form of "natural parallelization." For
example, if precipitation in Colorado is independent of
that in Kansas, these computations can be done
independently. Likewise, although the three-dimen-
sional model is global, specific calculations do not
always require information from all two-dimensional

planes, and so subsets of planes can be selected out in
a technique called data-space partitioning.

The maximum speedup you
can achieve is inversely pro-
portional to the amount of
the calculations that have to
be done sequentially.

One possible pitfall is to make gains in parallelization
at the expense of vectorization, Bob points out. The
CRAY computers are optimized for vector processing,
which involves an operation on two lists of data
(vectors), as in computing the element-by-element sum

The "dream " of L. F. Richardson to use "multiple processors" (human beings led by a conductor) to predict the
weather numerically. Picture credit: A. Lannerback, Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm.
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of two vectors. Under the right conditions, multiple
operations are performed simultaneously, rather than
sequentially as in scalar processing. If in dividing the
computing job into many chunks you actually increase
the "overhead" in starting up each portion, you can
lose the advantages gained by parallel processing.

Some amount of sequential processing is unavoidable,
however. For example, calculating the global average
of some variable, such as temperature, requires that
the model be synchronized at some point. Some
calculations are data-dependent (that is, they must be
performed in a certain order). Additionally, order can
be important for some input/output considerations. It
may also be necessary for distributed tasks to "report
back" to a controlling "hub" of the program.

The ideal is to accomplish as large a fraction of the
computing in parallel as possible, Bob says. The
maximum speedup you can achieve is inversely
proportional to the amount of the calculations that
have to be done sequentially. Suppose, for example,
that 10% of the work you have has to be done sequen-
tially, and assume you have an infinite number of
processors. The parallel part of the model code might
then theoretically be run in "zero" time. Although the
job now runs in only an hour, whereas it used to take
10 hours, the run time is still dominated by the 10%
sequential fraction.

Thus far, balancing all these concerns of parallel
processing has been experimental, Bob says. Luckily,
the growing availability of central memory in today's
computers is minimizing some of the tradeoffs experi-
enced in parallelization versus vectorization.

Experimenting with parallel computing

Since 1985, Bob has had to learn a great deal about
the hardware architecture of the CRAY X-MP and its
operating system in order to maximize model perform-
ance. He had to learn in particular how to use effi-
ciently the CRAY's stack allocation of memory (a
form of storage that is constructed so that the next
item to be retrieved and removed is the most recently
stored item, that is, last-in, first-out). Before NCAR
installed the X-MP in 1986, Bob adapted his code for
parallel processing as much as was possible using the
CRAY-1. He then "imposed" himself on the Cray

Central Region Office in Boulder, Colorado, asking
four questions: "Can you establish an account for me
at the Cray corporate computer center in Mendota
Heights, Minnesota? Can I have access through
terminals and phone lines in your building? Can you
provide me with a big brother to hold my hand
throughout the process? And can I have a key to the
building so I can come in evenings and weekends
(when the computers in Mendota Heights would be
least used and I can run lengthy tests)?" Amazingly,
the answer to every question was yes.

Bob's experiments with parallel computing on the
four-processor X-MP gave gratifying results. A 20-
year integration of a climate model that had taken
eight months to run in a piecemeal fashion on the
CRAY-1 at NCAR in a low-priority, background
mode provided the motivation to venture into the
world of parallel computing. Bob is now using a
highly parallelized version of the CCM on new
production-run simulations that only a few years ago
would have been considered "unreasonable" in terms
of the scientist's time and the available computing
speed.

Speeding up ocean models

Because the oceans have an important effect on
climate and the atmospheric circulation, scientists are
working to develop detailed ocean models that can be
linked to the atmospheric general circulation models in
the near future. Recently, in collaboration with Albert
Semtner (an NCAR affiliate scientist and faculty
member at the Naval Postgraduate School), Bob has
restructured a model of world ocean circulation. With
Bob's previous experience, they were able to create a
version of this model that was 99.64% parallel,
yielding a speedup of 3.74 times over a single proces-
sor. This increase in speed is extremely important,
because modeling the oceans is even more computer-
intensive than modeling the atmosphere. (Note:
Chervin and Semtner's results are described further in
"Users Conference examines future supercomputing
use and technology" in the February 1988 SCD Com-
puting News.)

"The scales on which oceanic events such as eddies
occur are much smaller (on the order of tens of
kilometers) than those we commonly model in the

continued on next page
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atmosphere, and since events move much more slowly
in the oceans, the timescales have to be much longer
in the models. This is a sort of double whammy in
terms of CPU and memory. The experience we
gained from restructuring an atmospheric model
proved applicable to our ocean model work. If an
eight-processor CRAY (such as the new CRAY Y-
MP) came in the door tomorrow, we could put our
model to work on it, taking advantage of all available
processors," Bob says.

Is there the possibility of creating a real "Richardson
machine" along the lines of the Connection Machine
of Thinking Machines Corporation? "That brings us
into the area of massively parallel processing, where
1,000, or even 64,000 processors may all be operating
at once, says Bob. "Such machines may be appropri-
ate for certain special dedicated problems, but I
question their applicability in a multi-user environment
such as NCAR, where we have over 1,000 computer
users. Also, the issue of task imbalances could be
serious if you had one processor assigned to each

model grid point. Imbalances would result if you had
a model where you do not compute ocean tempera-
tures, for example. Clearly, though, we are still a long
way off from reaching the limits of memory storage,
speed, and efficiency."

Bob's pioneering work on multitasking production
codes of highly realistic atmosphere and ocean models
has demonstrated the value of parallel computing at
NCAR. "Much of the work of restructuring a model
to run optimally requires human judgment. Scientists
need all the help we can get in rethinking the way
calculations are done to take the best advantage of the
new parallelism. The challenge to SCD is to provide
the necessary tools and technical support to allow
other researchers to improve their productivity through
parallel computing," he says.

Juli Rew is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within SCD, and Carol Rasmussen is a writer/editor in the
NCAR Information Services office.

CRAY X-MP moving to COS 1.16

by Barbara Horner-Miller

The NCAR CRAY X-MP/48 (CRAY, CX) will
migrate from COS version 1.15 to COS version 1.16
in early June. Please watch the Daily Bulletin for the
exact date of the change. Some of the more signifi-
cant changes are discussed below.

With the introduction of COS version 1.16, NCAR has
added a local modification that will cause jobs to be
rolled to the Solid-state Storage Device (SSD) by
default. Currently, jobs are rolled to the CRAY disks.
Preliminary tests show that a 16% reduction in system
overhead will result from rolling to the SSD instead of
disks. Rolling jobs to the SSD will increase job
throughput, because SSD I/O is significantly faster
than disk I/O.

Performance improvements for Fortran I/O can result
in a significant reduction of CPU time (up to 50%) in
codes that open many datasets, codes with small I/O
requests, and codes that run in STACK (multitasking
or microtasking) mode.

High-performance direct access I/O is available on
unblocked datasets. Using the U (unblocked) parame-
ter on the ASSIGN statement will cause the library to
load a word-addressable I/O package. No source code
changes are required, unless the user wishes to in-
crease the size of library buffers to improve perform-
ance. Users should note that files created in such a
manner cannot be read with blocked direct access or
sequential I/O. This method will provide significant
speed improvements, on the order of a factor of 3 or
greater, in wall-clock time.

BLOCK and UNBLOCK utilities have been added
that will convert datasets between COS blocked and
unblocked formats.

The robustness of DEBUG and SYMDEBUG has
been improved. I/O operations to the dump file have
been improved, and thus, we do not expect the debug-
gers to abort because of bad data or symbol addresses.
Variables will be generated in alphabetical order.
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Pointer-based Fortran variables are now handled
correctly, as are character variables. Variables with an
"indefinite" value will now be identified correctly.

SECOND has been modified to use a more efficient
method to obtain the time for versions of the routine
that are not multitasked.

Several routines have been moved from BENCHLIB
to $SCILIB, which upgrades the level of support
provided by Cray. Performance enhancements were
made to the routines MXV, SOLR3, SOLRN, and
SOLR.

Preliminary tests show that a
16% reduction in system
overhead will result from
rolling to the SSD instead of
disks.

SPY has become an officially supported package.
SPY is similar to FLOWTRACE, and it has the
following characteristics:

Advantages
- It does not have an impact on CPU time.
- It does not require recompilation of the applica-

tion.
- It gives a more detailed profile of the execution.
- It includes reports for library routines.
- It can operate on multitasked and microtasked

codes.
Disadvantages

- The sampling method used by COS may bias the
report toward routines that make system ex
changes.

- The number and frequency of interruptions
cannot be controlled, and the same code may
give different results from run to run.

- It uses space in the Job Table Area (JTA) for
internal tables. This space is not released or re
usable between job steps, which may result in
memory problems in a large code.

Documentation on SPY will be contained in the COS
Performance Utilities Reference Manual, SR-0146,

which may be ordered from Cray Research by calling
(612) 681-3901 or writing to Dennis Abraham, Distri-
bution Center, Cray Research, Inc., 2360 Pilot Knob
Rd., Mendota Heights, MN 55120. There is also an
SCD UserDoc entitled "SPY: A Timing Information
Utility", Version 1.0, April 1987 (7 pp.). To order
SCD documentation, send e-mail TO MARYB on the
IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer, or call Mary Buck
at (303) 497-1232. If you are at the Mesa Lab, you
can obtain SCD documentation from the SCD Con-
sulting Office, Room 17.

Multitasking global data items are now kept in a
separate module, rather than in the multitasking
routines; this reduces the memory requirements for
stack applications.

Microtasking users can now be charged for wait cycles
that were not previously accumulated.

There are several new parameters on the ASSIGN
statement, two of which are probably of interest to
SCD users. The first, DEF, allows users to specify
preferred devices for the dataset (up to three prefer-
ences may be stated). The second, SPD, makes the
dataset behave as if it were on a striped device (this is
useful for large datasets, because all channels can be
transferring data at the same time), dramatically
improving transfer rates.

A problem that has not yet been solved is using the
GO option on the SEGLDR statement to load and
execute binary files. The following usage may cause a
job to abort:

SEGLDR, GO.

A commonly used method of working around this
problem is to break the command into two steps:

SEGLDR.
$ABD.

There is also a known problem with logical arrays
under CFT77. They are not handled properly by the
Symbolic Debugging Package. This problem can be
avoided by compiling with CFT instead.

Barbara Horner-Miller is the Consulting Group Head in the
User Services Section within SCD.
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SOFTWARE NEWS

NAG chapter documentation files available

GETDOC, LIB=NAG, DOC=(C06:E01).

The NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) Fortran
Library is supported on NCAR's CRAY computers,
and the present version (as of March 23) is Mark 12.
The library is described in the February 1988 SCD
Computing News article, "NAG Fortran Library is
updated."

This article explains how NCAR's CRAY computer
users can obtain NAG documentation that will help
them in their choice of software. Most users are
familiar with the GETDOC utility for obtaining
documentation for one or more library subroutines.
However, the NAG Fortran Library is organized in
chapters, and users frequently need to know the
contents of an entire chapter before choosing subrou-
tines suited for their application. To use GETDOC to
obtain chapter information, declare the generic re-
source *MS on your CRAY job statement, and use
GETDOC as in the following example:

This example returns information for chapters C06 and
E01 in your CRAY output file $OUT.

Note: Further information on GETDOC is contained
in the SCD User Doc "GETRSC, GETDOC, LO-
CATE, and AQPLMS: Source Code and Documenta-
tion Retrieval on the CRAY computers," Version 2.0,
March 1987 (10 pp.). To order SCD documentation,
send e-mail TO MARYB on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1232.
If you are at the Mesa Lab, you can obtain SCD
documentation from the SCD Consulting Office,
Room 17.

The NAG chapter designations and their contents are
listed in the table below.

Richard Valent is the Software Librarian in the User
Services Section within SCD.
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Scheduled maintenance time for
CRAY,CX decreases

The CRAY,CX computer is now available half an
hour earlier (08:30 a.m.) on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days, because the time scheduled for maintenance
has been reduced. The new maintenance schedule
for the CRAY,CX is from 06:00-08:30 a.m.
(Mountain Time Zone) on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days.

Short DICOMED queues

Since the DICOMED was upgraded from a DEC
PDP 11/34 to a PDP 11/84 on March 8, the
DICOMED queues have been kept empty. The
PDP 11/84 processes the metacode file faster,
because of its shorter cycle time, and conse-
quently, the same number of jobs are being run in
a much shorter amount of time.

Version 2.6 of SPAR'ACUS/
KNET installed

by Marla Meehl

A new version (Version 2.6) of the SPARTACUS/
KNET package was installed on April 4. The
changes to the package should be fairly transparent
to the user. The system now appears to be more
stable than it was with the previous versions.

A new version of the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol) mail system was installed with this

version. Those of you who use EMAIL on the
IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer or send e-mail
to the IBM 4381 should notice that the system is
now much more stable. If you do encounter
problems, please notify Marla Meehl at the num-
ber given below.

There are now 25 terminal emulation choices. The
choices include a number of different VT100
emulations. For most applications, terminal
emulation choice 04 is still the appropriate one.
Choice 05 is a special VT100 terminal definition
for users (usually VAX users) who have been
typing "ESC z <return>" before they log on.
Choice 05 is identical to choice 04, except that it
automatically disables echo negotiation, so you do
not have to type "ESC z <return>" at each logon.
Choice 13 works best for Sun workstations.

This version of SPARTACUS/KNET still contains
the system-level problem that forces the SPART-
ACUS system to need periodic rebooting. This
problem occurs at unpredictable intervals, so you
will continue to receive system messages request-
ing that you disconnect briefly while the system is
restarted.

This version of SPARTACUS/KNET now allows
you to move metacode files to the IBM 4381 from
another computer using FTP (File Transfer Proto-
col). If you need to do this, initiate the FTP
session from the IBM 4381, use the LRECL
parameter to set the record length to 1440, then
select the BINARY option. The metacode file can
now be moved intact to the IBM 4381. For a list
of FTP commands available for use, type "?" at
the FTP prompt.

As with the previous versions, type "ESC L" if
your screen does not refresh properly. If you have
any questions about keyboard functions, type
"ESC ?".

If you notice any problems or have any questions,
call Marla Meehl at (303) 497-1301 or send mail
TO MARLA on the IBM 4381 or to
marla@scdswl.ucar.edu on the Intemrnet.
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Having problems using FTP to
connect to the IBM?

by Marla Meehl

A solution has been found for a problem that some
users have when they use FTP (File Transfer
Protocol) to connect to the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer from another host. (An FTP initi-
ated from the IBM 4381 (IO) computer does not
cause the problem.) If you use FTP to connect to
the IBM 4381 (IO) computer from another host
and are prompted for your login and then for your
password, but do not receive any more prompts
after you enter your password, a command in your
PROFILE EXEC is probably causing the problem.

When you use FTP to connect to the IBM 4381
(IO) computer, your PROFILE EXEC file is run.
Any command that requires a response from the
keyboard, or any error condition in the execution
of your PROFILE EXEC will lock the FTP
process, because no response will be received from
the keyboard. The following commands often
cause the problem, because they may require an
interactive response to continue the process:

EXEC DAILYB
EXEC OLDMAIL
EXEC FLIST * * A
EXEC RDRX

The solution is to remove from your PROFILE
EXEC the command that locks the process. If
you need help in locating the source of your
problem, please call Marla Meehl at (303) 497-
1301 or send e-mail TO MARLA on the IBM
4381 (IO) computer or to marla@scdswl.ucar.edu
on the Internet.

Marla Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the
Networking and Data Communications Group in the
Distributed Computing Section within SCD.

Change in NCAR Graphics
distribution policy

The UCAR Foundation now distributes the "ge-
neric" and VMS versions of NCAR Graphics to
for-profit companies. The cost to for-profit compa-
nies for a single copy of either version is $2,000,
as of April 1, 1988. There is a site license arrange-
ment and fee structure for multiple copies.

The Scientific Computing and Microscale and
Mesoscale Meteorology divisions of NCAR
continue to distribute both versions of NCAR
Graphics to universities and U.S. government
agencies at the cost of $500 per package and to
other not-for-profit entities for $1,000. When the
UNIX version is ready, it will be distributed
under the same pricing structure.

For ordering information, call (303) 497-1201, or
write to

Graphics Software Distribution
NCAR/SCD
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000

This recent policy change updates the information
that appeared in the March SCD Computing News
article titled "The four versions of NCAR Graphics."

Trailer sheet with GAU charges
added to graphics output

A trailer sheet showing actual General Accounting
Unit (GAU) charges is now part of the graphics
output produced on the Xerox 4050 laser printers.
The GAU charge for pages is basically the amount
charged for paper used, and the GAU charges for
disk megabytes and Central Processing Unit (CPU)
hours are the amounts used on the IBM 4381 Mass
Storage Control Processor. If you have questions,
please contact the SCD Consulting Office at (303)
497-1278 or send e-mail TO CONSULT1 on the
IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.
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Saving and printing screen
dumps on the Mac

by Lynne Andrade

If you are an Apple Macintosh user you have
access to some features that may make your life
easier. The Macintosh operating system allows
you to do screen dumps at any time. If you are
using VersaTerm software to emulate a VT100
terminal when you access SCD's computing
system, you have other options as well.

Doing screen dumps

There are a couple of ways to dump the contents
of your screen either to a file or directly to a
printer. With the Macintosh you are not limited to
text; you can use the same principles for graphics.

Using standard Macintosh features, doing a screen
dump simply involves pressing three keys simulta-
neously: the Command key (se), the shift key,
and the 3 key. However, you will need either
MacPaint or SuperPaint graphic software to print
or edit the screen dump files. If you have
MacPaint this will cause the contents on your
screen to be saved in a MacPaint file called Screen
N, where N is an integer. For example, your first
screen dump will be called Screen 0, the second
will be Screen 1, and so forth. The file can then
be accessed as a normal MacPaint file if you wish
to edit or print it. If you have SuperPaint but not
MacPaint, the saved file can be edited or printed
using the MacPaint format of SuperPaint. This
method of screen dump can be used for either text

or graphics and can be done at any time. You do
not need to be using VersaTerm to use this
method of screen dump.

Saving and printing screens with
VersaTerm

If you are using VersaTerm to emulate a VT100
terminal, you can use several selections under the
File menu to accomplish the same thing. If your
screen contains graphics, you can use the Save
Graphics option in the File menu to save the
graphics in a MacPaint file. When you use this
method you will be asked to choose the file name
it is to have when it is saved.

For example, suppose you are logged onto the
IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer, have just
looked at a plot your job generated, and would like
to have hardcopy of it. By using either screen
dump method, you can save the plot in a MacPaint
file. You can then use standard MacPaint proce-
dures to edit and/or print the file.

If you have a printer attached to your Mac (either
directly or via AppleTalk), a simpler method is to
select the Print Graphics option in the File menu;
the contents of the screen will be sent directly to
the printer.

There may be times when you want to save part of
some text on your screen. This can be done by
using the mouse to select the section you want to
save. Then choose the Save Selection option in
the File menu, and your selection will be saved as
a MacWrite file. If you have a printer, you can
simply choose the Print Selection option and your
selection will go directly to the printer. Note that
this method works only with text.

Lynne Andrade is a consultant in the User Services
Section within SCD.
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Telenet, TELNET, and FTP or

by Marla Meehl TELNET host IP address

Because of the similar spelling, it is easy to
confuse the terms Telenet and TELNET. Both are
defined here, along with FTP, another recent
addition to the NCAR vocabulary.

Telenet: US Sprint runs a public X.25 packet-
switching network known as Telenet. After
NCAR users dial into a local phone number using
an asynchronous modem, they can use this net-
work and its procedures to communicate interac-
tively with NCAR computers.

TELNET: TELNET, a protocol that is part of the
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) suite of protocols, allows users interac-
tive access to computers on any one of many TCP/
IP networks. To use this protocol, enter one of the
following commands:

TELNET hostname

FTP: FTP (File Transfer Protocol), a protocol that
is part of the TCP/IP suite of protocols, allows
users to transfer files between two computers on
any of several TCP/IP networks. To use this
protocol, enter one of the following commands:

FTP hostname

or

FTP host IP address

For more information about FTP, see the article
titled "How to use 'anonymous FTP accounts' " in
the March issue of SCD Computing News.

Marla Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the
Networking and Data Communications Group within the
Distributed Computing Section of SCD.

The following list includes acronyms and terms used in this issue and in the NCAR computing environment.

CRAY compiler for Fortran 77
Computer graphics interface
Cray Operating System
Central Processing Unit
SCD's CRAY-1A computer
On-line graphic recorder used at NCAR for producing microfilm and microfiche ouput
File Transfer Protocol
SCD's CRAY X-MP/48 computer
NCAR's General Accounting Unit; used in charging
General circulation model
The collection of all interconnected networks that use the TCP/IP protocol
Internet Protocol
Internet Remote Job Entry
Job Control Language
Job Table Area
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CFT77
CGI
COS
CPU
CRAY, Cl
DICOMED
FTP
CRAY, CX
GAU
GCM
Internet
IP
IRJE
JCL
JTA
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LDN NCAR's Local Data Network; the "fast path" between the MSS and the CRAYs
MASnet NCAR's Mainframe and Server Network (formerly the NCAR Local Network)
MSS NCAR's Mass Storage System
NAG Numerical Algorithms Group
NFS Network File System
PACX Private Automatic Computer eXchange; NCAR's port selection device that automati-

cally assigns users to an available port on the NCAR computer of their choice
PC Personal computer
RJE Remote Job Entry
SLATEC Mathematical library of the Sandia, Los Alamos, Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Technical Exchange Committee
SMTP Simple mail transfer protocol
SSD Solid-state Storage Device on the CRAY X-MP
SPAN NASA's Space Physics Analysis Network
TDR Time division reflectometer
TCP/IP Transmission Control Processing Protocol/Internet Protocol
UNICOS UNIX CRAY Operating System

Organizations

ACD NCAR Atmospheric Chemistry Division
ATD NCAR Atmospheric Technology Division
CGD NCAR Climate and Global Dynamics Division
CSU Colorado State University
HAO NCAR High Altitude Observatory
ISO International Standards Organization
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JSC Johnson Space Center
LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory
MMM NCAR Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Division
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NESC National Energy Software Corporation
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NSF National Science Foundation
SCD NCAR Scientific Computing Division
SCDUG Scientific Computing Division Users Group
UCAR University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
USAN NCAR's University Satellite Network
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March 21, 1988

Report from SCD - Bill Visit by Supercomputing Systems. Ouestions
Buzbee Inc. (SSI)

SCD Task Force

Rick Anthes (NCAR Director) has
created a task force on computing
to investigate a number of areas
including alternative funding for
the UNICOS machine. The task
force is currently working with
organizations that might need
access to a CRAY X-MP.

A proposal has been prepared and
submitted to DEC (Digital Equip-
ment Corporation) for a joint
research project in visualization.
This involves two NCAR divi-
sions, SCD and MMM. The intent
of the proposal is for DEC to site
two of their new 8000 series
graphics workstations at NCAR
along with some graphics expertise
for the purpose of exploring the
utilization of graphic workstations
in support of visualization. A
decision is expected within a
month.

Two or three people from SSI will
be attending an SCD Technology
Showcase being arranged by
Bernie O'Lear on April 14 and 15.
SSI has specifically asked to have
some time with NCAR scientists
who are dealing with large calcula-
tions. An announcement was
made in the Daily Bulletin and via
memo to all Division Directors.

Directors' Meeting

At the Directors' Meeting on
March 18, it was decided to
reconvene the NCAR Allocation
Committee this spring. This
committee will consider, among
other things, the question of
increasing the percentage of
machine time that is used for joint
projects from the current 10% to
15%. During February, idle time
on the CRAY X-MP was approxi-
mately 1%, which indicates it is
running at full capacity. SCD
welcomes user input on the above
issue as well as how to increase
the throughput of the machine.

NCAR Graphics Package

The NCAR Graphics Package will
be made available through the
UCAR Foundation to profit-
making organizations. This offer
will be announced in the appropri-
ate media. The for-profit prices
will be higher than the current
nonprofit prices; this increase is
currently being negotiated by
UCAR.

Carol Chatfield (DIR) - Will this
graphics package be on a tape
medium?

Buzbee - Yes.

Paul Bailey (ACD) - Is this the
nonexclusive licensing to organiza-
tions?

Buzbee - No, that is a different
topic. The package will be li-
censed nonexclusively to any
software house that would like it.
For years, we have distributed the
package to organizations around
the world. This past fall, we
decided to have a two-tiered
pricing system, one for universities
and government agencies, and the
other for profit-making organiza-
tions. It is the latter that will
increase.

Carl Mohr (ATD) - Is the intro-
duction of the two graphics display
workstations from DEC under the
auspices of the Visualization Labo-
ratory?

Buzbee - The one in SCD will be
a part of the Visualization Labora-
tory. The one in MMM will go
with Joe Klemp's project.

Mohr - What is the overall status
of the Visualization Laboratory?

Buzbee - The Laboratory is a good
idea but has no staffing. One of
the nice things about this proposal
is that it will bring both equipment
and staff into the Visualization
Laboratory.
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Mohr - So that will become the
core of the Visualization Labora-
tory?

Buzbee - Yes, it will be the first
activity of the Laboratory.

Bovet (HAO) - Our users have
noticed a lack of stability in the
MASnet (Mainframe and Server
Network) during the last couple of
weeks. What is the status of the
MASnet?

Gil Green (SCD) - Recently, we
have resolved several hardware
problems. Late last week, we
replaced a piece of coaxial cable
that went from the old keypunch
area into the DICOMED area and
had shown on a time division
reflectometer (TDR) to be bad. I
think things have been better since
then.

NCAR connection to SPAN -
Jon Corbet (ATD)

SPAN (Space Physics Analysis
Network) is a DEC network that is
run by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA)
and has about 1,500 nodes on it.
The network is connected via the
ACD machine to the Ethernet.
The Ethernet is connected to other
machines including the RDSS
machine at 30th Street, which in
turn is connected to the NCAR
PROFS gateway machine
(NPGATE). The only thing that
has changed is the connection to
the Program for Regional Observ-
ing and Forecasting Systems
(PROFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), and Colorado State
University (CSU) that is now
through NPGATE.

Access to SPAN

For users who are on a DECnet
machine, accessing any machine
on SPAN is really no different
from accessing a local machine.
DECnet is well integrated into the
VMS file system, and the syntax,
"node::filename," will provide
access to the network. Most all
SPAN nodes, especially those that
actually have network names, can
be reached this way. Copying
files, listing directories, sending
mail, and logging in remotely can
all be done using this network
syntax.

Access to SPAN for UNIX users is
not as easy. In the future, a
machine running an ULTRIX
operating system will make this
routine. Joe Choy (SCD) said that
the purchase of this machine has
been authorized by NASA, and the
paperwork is in progress. In the
meantime, to get to SPAN, UNIX
users must log onto another VMS
machine at NCAR. They can also
use FTP (File Transfer Protocol) to
a SPAN machine using the net-
work syntax, but they must have
FTP access to do this.

For various reasons, the names of
many SPAN nodes are not made
public. People who need to reach
one of these unadvertised nodes
will have to use node numbers,
rather than names. As an example,
I am reachable over SPAN as
"rdss::corbet". If the name "rdss"
were not known to SPAN, I would
have to be reached as
"9452::corbet" instead. Many
people give their SPAN addresses
in terms of node numbers only;
node numbers always work.

Sometimes node numbers are
given as a dotted pair, as in
"9.236". To convert to a number
usable for network transactions,
multiply the first number by 1,024,
and add the second number. Thus,
for RDSS, 9.236 becomes 9*1,024
+ 236 = 9452.

Access to PROFS. NOAA., and

A common problem with DEC
networks is that, unlike IP (In-
ternet Protocol) networks, there are
no centrally administered node
numbers. Node number conflicts
are guaranteed when connecting an
existing network to SPAN. As a
result, NCAR has had to renumber
all of its DECnet nodes. For
various reasons, PROFS, NOAA,
and CSU are not renumbering their
nodes. Therefore, SCD has
purchased a machine, NPGATE,
and it has been installed as a
gateway between RDSS and
PROFS, NOAA, and CSU. Rout-
ing of information for the network
on the PROFS side is now hidden
by NPGATE, and none of NCAR
sees it anymore. To get to ma-
chines on the PROFS, NOAA, and
CSU side of the network, you now
must route explicitly through both
RDSS and NPGATE. For ex-
ample, the PROFS cluster, which
used to be reachable as simply
PROFSC, must now be addressed
as rdss::npgate::profsc. Most DEC
utilities, including MAIL, SET
HOST, file operations, and even
PHONE work with this syntax.
Corbet noted that the PROFS
group insisted that they know
everyone who uses that link.
Therefore, all users of this link

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

must contact Corbet in order to get
access.

Ouestions

Liz Coolbaugh (CGD) - Is the mail
set up correctly so that people can
mail to an address
"username.SPAN"?

Corbet - That works on most
machines, but it does not use our
local connection.

Choy - We will be converting it
later, but it still uses the old
method.

Corbet - On the VMS machines, I
route through NASA Ames, and it
works much better. You could
dump the mail onto any one of the
systems now, but DECnet does not
store and forward mail. Unless
someone did some work to make it
queue and retry it, they would
encounter a lot of trouble.

Bovet - Could a diligent VMS
system manager make up a logical
name PROFS that expanded to
"RDSS: :NPGATE::PROFSC::" to
simplify things?

Corbet - Yes, that would work.
The problem is that no one has
really done that.

Bailey - For the record, I have had
someone log in from Oxford, the
United Kingdom.

Mohr - The line that is going out
now is 56 kbps, isn't it?

Choy - 9600 bps.

Mohr - Will that be upgraded at
some point?

Choy - Authorization has been
given for it. They have not made
up their minds whether they want
to terminate it at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) or Johnson Space
Center (JSC).

Bailey - I understand there is a
router in Boulder. Why do we
have to go from Goddard Space
Flight Center to Boulder to JPL to
JSC to Boulder?

Choy - The new people who are
running the NASA Science In-
ternet are trying to redesign it so
that they make good use of the
lines for NASA Science Network
and SPAN.

Bovet - I would like to point out
that this project was a result of
intergroup cooperation between
SCD, Jon Corbet (ATD), Paul
Bailey (ACD), PROFS, and HAO.

Proposed software services
in distributed computing -
Dick Valent (SCD)

Dick Valent discussed the follow-
ing proposed software services.

1. Move to distributed computing
environment

Applications software has been
offered at NCAR on the batch
machines since the early 1970s.
Unfortunately, it has been offered
only on the batch machines.
More and more frequently, users
are requesting software to use on
computers other than a CRAY. It
is recommended that software
services, or at least some subset of
these services, be expanded to the
distributed computing environment
so that users who have other

connections can pick up software.
Something similar to NESC's
(National Energy Software Corpo-
ration, Argonne, Illinois) "netlib"
distribution services is being
considered. To get a piece of
software (for example, from
EISPACK) using "netlib," a user
logs onto a host machine, sends
electronic mail to "netlib", and
asks for the piece of software from
EISPACK. It is possible to ask
for all of EISPACK. When the
remote machine receives a request,
it responds by returning mail.

2. Introduce "anonymous FTP"

A problem with "netlib" is that
most of the time mail can only be
1,000 lines in size. If 5,000 lines
are requested, five separate mail
files may be sent. In addition, a
header and a trailer surrounding
the message must be stripped out,
which entails a large amount of
editing. Sometimes a request
receives no response. Therefore,
something called "anonymous FTP
(File Transfer Protocol)" is being
suggested, which is a little bit
different than NESC's "netlib."
Anonymous FTP sits on top of
Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), which
has been around since the late
1960s. It should make it easier for
users to pick up software, because
they will be able to actually log on
to the software server, check to see
what libraries and files are avail-
able, and then get the desired
software.

3. Support portable and free
software only

Not all of the software currently
available at NCAR can be sup-
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ported by anonymous FTP. Part of
the reason is that much of the
software is proprietary and only
licensed to run on the CRAY
computers. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that only free, portable
software be supported. One of the
consequences of doing this is that
consulting requirements will
increase. It is hoped this can be
minimized by choosing only sound
software and by providing good
documentation for FTP.

4. Support some software libraries

Since all types of software will not
be supported, the focus will be on
applications required for super-
computing. The proposed libraries
are as follows:

FFTPACK, FISHPAK: Written
in the Computational Support
Section in the mid-1970s.

SPHEREPACK, MUDPAK:
Written in the Computational
Support Section. MUDPAK,
John Adams' software, has not
been released yet and is for
solving generalized elliptic
PDEs.

EISPACK, LINPACK: Solu-
tions of linear systems of equa-
tions and eigenanalysis.

ODEPACK: Ordinary Differen-
tial Equation software.

5. Introduce automation

In order for this to be a success, a
certain amount of automation
needs to be completed. Scripts are
being written that will take care of
the automation.

6. Provide adequate documentation

It is hoped that a certain amount of
documentation can be made
available in on-line form. Infor-
mation on where to obtain more
complete hardcopy documentation
will be provided to users, for
example, EISPACK and LIN-
PACK documentation.

7. Support object code

Supporting object code is a possi-
bility, and Jerry Browning (SCD)
has written a number of scripts
that will make it possible for
people who have a UNIX host
machine to be able to maintain
their software automatically on
their local hardware.

Ouestions

Herb Poppe (SCD) - Will the
NCAR Graphics Package be made
available?

Valent - It could be, but I will not
be making that decision. The
problem with making it freely
available is that it is not distributed
for free anymore. However,
AT&T distributes a version of
their PORT library through uucp
(unix to unix copy), so there is a
way to pay the money up front and
get a logon, or something similar,
to allow you access to the soft-
ware.

Mohr - What sort of documenta-
tion will you be providing; that is,
how-to-use or full-blown details of
the algorithms?

Valent - There will be three levels
of support. One level will be the

internal documentation that comes
with the code; for example, the
comment part that details things
like argument lists, and so on.
Another level would be an over-
view type of documentation that
would be very similar to the
NCAR software catalog. The third
level will be provided by vendors.
For example, LINPACK and
EISPACK give very detailed
descriptions of the algorithms and
of the argument lists. Even though
we would not make that hardcopy
available, we would make it very
easy for someone to find out
where to get the documentation.

Buzbee - Will basic documentation
for usage questions be available
on-line?

Valent - Yes, in most cases that is
available as comment lines inside
of the routines.

Automated scripts - Jerry
Browning (SCD)

This procedure is based on exam-
ining the time stamp of library
software to determine when it was
last updated. Users can run the
script as often as they desire. The
script will keep a record of time
stamps on the remote node and
compare it with the file server
node. If the time stamps are the
same, nothing will be done, but if
they are not, it will update the
libraries that need to be updated.
It will then put them in a ".a" file
from which they can be accessed,
just like they are on the CRAY
computers. Users can then run
jobs on their own machine in a
similar way to running them on the

continued on next page
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CRAY computers. There are a
couple of simple aliases where
users can transparently compile
and load their applications on the
workstations or the CRAY com-
puters.

Ouestions

Poppe - What machine will this be
posted on?

Valent - Right now, it is on
windom. In the future, we do not
know. Right now, we have 50
megabytes on windom, and that
was enough for all of the SLATEC
software. This was the main piece
of software we had originally
hoped to host, but it turns out that
it is a bit more proprietary than we
first thought.

Bovet - Is our current SLATEC
proprietary? Is this a new devel-
opment or just something I never
knew?

Valent - I do not think it is new.
After SLATEC was developed,
there was not really a good mecha-
nism for distributing it. FTP was
not widely available at that time.
So, SLATEC's parent committee
entered into an agreement with
NESC that they would have the
sole distribution rights. I believe
they were charging about $1,800 a
tape.

Bailey - A lot of the stuff that I
have used is not that unique, and
you can find the same functionality
in lots of libraries. What is unique

is that it has already been coded
and checked out and is working. I
am disappointed that SLATEC is
not part of that list.

Valent - It is not a problem. You
can pick up SLATEC, and we can
make it available in the mode
where you would actually have to
enter your logon, and you could
get any of the SLATEC software
within NCAR. The problem is
you cannot take it and give it to
other people outside NCAR.

Browning - We could put a
verification procedure into the
anonymous FTP that checks if
users are at NCAR so they can
have access to the software.

Bovet - You could possibly have
things on the NCAR Graphics
Package available so that all of us
within NCAR could also keep the
most current version on our
machines.

I am pleased to see this kind of
development. I have felt for years
that because we did not make use
of the IBM front-ends, we were
sort of excluded from SCD serv-
ices. This is very much in tune
with the idea of standardizing on
UNIX.

Suggestions and problems

It was announced that Carl Mohr
is no longer an MMM representa-
tive; he now represents ATD, his
new division. Robin Vaughan is
the new MMM representative,

while Pat Waukau will remain the
other MMM representative.

Dan Packman (ACD) - What is the
status of the graphics utility PLT
that was going to be written in C?

Choy - It is still in process. We
are hoping to release the first
component sometime this summer.
The one in C with a computer
graphics interface (CGI) for Sun
workstations will come first. Next
will come another translator in C
with a GRAPHCAP capability,
which is different than CGI. On a
longer time scale, NCAR Graphics
will be going to the use of an X
Windows CGM Translator.

Future agenda

Bovet noted that a number of
items that were suggested last
month were not ready for this
month's meeting. They will be
rescheduled either for next month
or a later date.

Bovet suggested that a demonstra-
tion of new and not widely known
Macintosh capabilities be given.
Poppe suggested that the demon-
stration include a discussion of
gatewaying Appletalk networks to
Ethernet networks.

Bovet also suggested that a talk be
given about the rewrite of high-
level utilities being worked on by
the Graphics Group.

Ray Bovet (HAO) chairs SCDUG.
Karen lack and Betty Thompson
(SCD) prepare the minutes.
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Yi-Leng Chen
University of Hawaii

Dennis J. Musil
South Dakota School of

Mines and Technology

Lie-Yauw Oey (OCE)
Old Dominion University

Boris Moro (OCE)
North Carolina State University

David J. Knight
Naval Postgraduate School

*Carlos R. Mechoso
Akio Arakawa
University of California at

Los Angeles

Allan M. Weiner
Florida State University

*Roger A. Pielke
Moti Segal
Raymond W. Arritt
Colorado State University

*Piotr J. Flatau
Colorado State University

*David G. Murcray
University of Denver

Duane E. Stevens
Colorado State University

David R. Stauffer
Pennsylvania State University

*David C. Chapman (OCE)
Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution

Heavy precipitation events
during TAMEX (Taiwan Area
Mesoscale Experiment)

Hail reflectivity project

Gulf stream meander modeling

The dependence of barotropic
circulation on Rossby number

Orographic effects on cold fronts

Numerical simulation of the global
atmosphere

Radiative cloud interactions in a
global spectral model

Mesoscale atmospheric studies

Large-eddy modeling of middle- and
high-level clouds

IR spectral measurements of
atmospheric constituents

Dynamics of large-scale
atmospheric circulations

Development of four-dimensional
data assimilation for regional models

Numerical studies of coastally
trapped wave scattering and wind-driven
coastal flows

continued on next page
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Scientist Project Title
GAU

Request Allocation

3.0

5.0

50.0

10.0

30.0

45.0

10.0

239.7

310.0

96.0

45.0

35.0

131.0

3.0

5.0

50.0

10.0

30.0

45.0

10.0

239.7

310.0

96.0

45.0

35.0

131.0
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Scientist

*Paola M. Rizzoli
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

*Dwight R. Nicholson
University of Iowa

*Tsutomu Takahashi
University of Hawaii

Project Title

(OCE) Data assimilation into eddy-resolving
GCMs (general circulation models)

Langmuir turbulence in space

Warm rain study in Hawaii -
rain duration

GAU
Request

198.0

200.0

200.0

*These requests were reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division Advisory Panel on March 24-25, 1988.

OCE: Allocations made from the 10% of SCD's computing resources earmarked for University Oceanography.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because: (a) It exceeds the 50 GAU limit
(roughly equivalent to 37.5 CPU hours in the CRAY Foreground 2 class) above which Panel review is
required; or (b) Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.

JoAn Knudson (SCD) compiles the allocation information.
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Allocation

198.0

200.0

50.0
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1-800 service for Microcom 9600 BPS modem

users (Dec. 1987)
9600 BPS modems now available (Nov. 1987)
Changes to Telenet (Feb. 1988, Networking)
Congestion on the NSFNET (Mar. 1988,

Networking)
Contact your local representatives with Internet

problems (Apr. 1988)
Data communications package update (Dec.

1987)
EM4010 upgrade procedure (Apr. 1988, Net-

working)
High-speed WATS access to NCAR now

available (Mar. 1988, Networking)
How to access the SCD Daily Bulletin on

different computers (Apr. 1988)
How to use "anonymous FTP accounts" (Mar.

1988)
IBM communications controller upgraded

(Oct. 1987)
Institute on Superconductivity (Apr. 1988)
An introduction to the Internet and USAN

(Nov. 1987)
Monitoring Ethernet networks (Nov. 1987)
NASA Science Network (Jan. 1988, SCDUG)
NSFNET management awarded to MERIT,

Inc. (Jan. 1988)
Networking (Apr. 1988)
New Telenet line-mode/Simware logon proce-

dure (Mar. 1988, Networking)
New Telenet logon procedure (June 1987)
New version of SPARTACUS/KNET installed

(Nov. 1987)
Networking and Supercomputers Fourth

Annual Workshop (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)
Remote Job Entry over the Internet now avail-

able (Mar. 1988)
SPAN (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)
Telenet update (Oct. 1987)
Timeout function implemented for Telenet

access (Nov. 1987)
Using the EMAIL feature on the IBM 4381

front-end computer (June 1987)

Would you like a 9600 BPS asynchronous
connection to NCAR? (June 1987)

Charging - GAUs
Charges for SCD computing resources (May

1988, Doc.)
Charging started for hardcopy graphic images

(Jan. 1988, Systems)
Correction to the DICOMED charging algor-

ithm (July 1987)
CRAY, C1 may go down on warm January

days (Jan. 1988, Systems)
DICOMED charges decreased in May (June

1987)
MP1 and MP2 job classes (Feb. 1988,

SCDUG)
Mono-processing 1 (MP1) job class added

(Jan. 1988, Systems)
Slight charge increase for DICOMED film

processing (Feb. 1988, Systems)

CRAY Computers
Accessing memory on the CRAY X-MP (May

1988)
Changes to CRAY background classes (July

1987)
Correction to May DROPJQ article (June

1987)
CRAY job class changes (Nov. 1987)
CRAY job recovery (Nov. 1987)
CRAY, C1 may go down on warm January

days (Jan. 1988, Systems)
FISHPAK documentation available (Mar.

1988, Doc.)
How to access the FISHPAK software library

(Mar. 1988)
How to use DN, PDN, and FLNM correctly

(Mar. 1988, Hints)
Importing data to the MSS from optical disks

(Mar. 1988)
MP1 and MP2 job classes (Feb. 1988,

SCDUG)
MSS ONLINE and OFFLINE parameters

implemented (Feb. 1988)
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Mono-processing 1 (MP1) job class added
(Jan. 1988, Systems)

No tape access on CRAY, CX (Apr. 1988,
Systems)

New CFT77 FORTRAN compiler now avail-
able (Sept. 1987)

PERFMON: The CRAY Performance Monitor
Utility (Feb. 1988, Doc.)

Performance of CFT77 on vector loops (Oct.
1987)

Performance testing for the CRAY,CX com-
puter (Aug. 1987)

Remote Job Entry over the Internet now avail-
able (Mar. 1988)

REMOVE: Deleting permanent datasets from
the CRAY disks (June 1987)

Report on the CFT77 FORTRAN compiler
(Aug. 1987)

SCD conducts performance and benchmarking
tests (Apr. 1988)

Some performance measurements of SSDLIN
(Apr. 1987)

Software and documentation upgrades to
SSDLIN (Aug. 1987)

Techniques for restarting your CRAY job
(Nov. 1987)

Trouble/design reports (Mar., May, July, Oct.
1987)

UNICOS at Los Alamos (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)

Graphics
Charging started for hardcopy graphic images

(Jan. 1988, Systems)
Computer Output Committee releases recom-

mendations (Feb. 1988)
The four versions of NCAR Graphics (Mar.

1988)
GKS version of EZMAP to be changed (July

1987)
Graphics output on the Xerox 4050 laser

printers (Jan. 1988, Hints)
NCAR Graphics - The two-year plan (Jan.

1988)
New release of NCAR Graphics for VAX/

VMS Systems (Jan. 1988)
New release of NCAR Graphics now available

(Nov. 1987)

Options to process CGM through the
DICOMED (Feb. 1988, SCDUG)

Slight charge increase for DICOMED film
processing (Feb. 1988, Systems)

UCAR copyrights the NCAR Graphics Pack-
age (July 1987)

IBM 4381 (10) Front-end Computer
Additional security measures to be imple-

mented on the IBM 4381 (Apr. 1988)
Change on RDR spool files on the IBM 4381

(Feb. 1988, Systems)
Changing multiple MSS Files from the IBM

4381 (10) computer (Dec. 1987)
New version of SAS available (Mar. 1988)
Using EMAIL feature on the IBM 4381 front-

end computer (June 1987)
VMSECURE command imposes new security

(Feb. 1988)

Input/Output
Graphics output on the Xerox 4050 laser

printers (Jan. 1988, Hints)
Tape services provided by SCD (Dec. 1987)
What are MASnet, UCARnet, LDN, and TGS?

(Jan. 1988, Acronyms)
Xerox printers available for graphics metacode

files (Nov. 1987)

Mass Storage System
Change in MSS retention periods (Feb. 1988,

MSS)
Changing multiple MSS files from the IBM

4381 (10) computer (Dec. 1987)
Checksum errors and MSS files (Apr. 1987)
Importing data to the MSS from optical disks

(Mar. 1988)
Experimental shared data facility (Nov. 1987)
MAQR speeds multiple ACQUIREs (Apr.

1988, Hints)
The MSS Advisory Committee: Issues and

recommendations (Dec. 1987)
MSS Advisory Committee minutes available

(Feb. 1988, MSS)
MSS ONLINE and OFFLINE parameters

implemented (Feb. 1988)
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NCAR has new weather data accessing system
(Mar. 1988)

NCAR Mass Storage System Advisory Com-
mittee created (Nov. 1987)

Problem with purge notices corrected (Mar.
1988)

SCD appoints Consulting Group Head (Mar.
1988)

Should you store duplicate files? (Mar. 1988,
MSS)

Status report on MSS Advisory Committee
(Feb. 1988, SCDUG)

Tape Capability via Export/Import on the MSS
for UNIX systems (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)

Upgrade to Mass Storage control processor
(Oct. 1987)

NCAR News
Accessing the NCAR Library catalog on-line

(Dec. 1987)
Computational support in the Atmospheric

Chemistry Division (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)
NCAR has new weather data accessing system

(Mar. 1988)
Office support and the company store (Mar.

1988, SCDUG)
Status of Fortran 8x proposal (Jan. 1988,

SCDUG)
Summary of Fortran 8x draft revision available

(Aug. 1987)

Printers
Graphics output on the Xerox 4050 laser

printers (Jan. 1988, Hints)
Xerox printers available for graphics metacode

files (Nov. 1987)

SCD News
1987 Summer Supercomputing Institute sched-

uled (June 1987)
Cicely Ridley leaves SCD (July 1987)
Computer Output Committee releases recom-

mendations (Feb. 1988)
Consulting staff adds new member (Jan. 1988)
Experimental shared data facility (Nov. 1987)
Introducing the SCD user support specialist

(Sept. 1987)
Joseph receives NCAR Technical Support

Award (Feb. 1988)

Keep in touch for better service from the
Consulting Office (Feb. 1988, Hints)

Lynne Andrade: New SCD consultant (Oct.1987)
New form for SCD computing resource appli-

cations (July 1987)
The path to UNIX (Jan. 1988, Director's Col.)
Paul Mulder: 1928-1987 (Aug. 1987)
Please update your user numbers (Aug. 1987)
Revised review process for small allocation

requests (Aug. 1987)
SCD Consulting Office open house scheduled

(Oct. 1987)
SCD redesigns monthly newsletter (Jan. 1988)
SCD reorganization results in new distributed

computing section (Aug. 1987)
The SCD Users Conference: January 11-14,

1988 (Aug. 1987)
Sixth Annual SCD Users Conference agenda

(Jan. 1988)
TBM shut down for the last time (Oct. 1987)
Users Conference examines future supercom-

puting use and technology (Feb. 1988)
User Services Manager Dee Copelan leaves

NCAR (Sept. 1987)
What are MASnet, UCARnet, LDN, and TGS?

(Jan. 1988, Acronyms)

Software Libraries
ECMFFT: Multiple Fast Fourier Transform

routines (June 1987)
FISHPAK documentation available (Mar.

1988, Doc.)
How to access the FISHPAK software library

(Mar. 1988)
Locating applications software on the NCAR

CRAY computers (Apr. 1987)
NAG Fortran Library is updated (Feb. 1988)
New version of FITPACK software library

available (Oct. 1987)
New version of SAS available (Mar. 1988)
New version of SLATEC library available

(June 1987)
Some performance measurements of SSDLIN

(Apr. 1987)
Software and documentation upgrades to

SSDLIN (Aug. 1987)
SLATEC documentation files now available

(Nov. 1987)
STARPAC 2 now available (Jan. 1988)
Using NCAR's online software catalog

(Apr.1987)
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
O Add to mailing list OElDelete from mailing list O Change existing entry

Name:
NTnw rant.'Ig

e'vw dULI cbb:

User number Phone number

Trademarks: CRAY, CRAY-1, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, COS, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems
Corp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Microsoft is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corp.; PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.; PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.; and
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of that company
or product to the exclusion of others.
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SERVICES DIRECTORY

CONTACT PHONE E-MAIL
_ (303)

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 CONSULT1
Visitor/User Information Frieda Garcia 497-1254 FRIEDA
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 ROSEMARY
Computing Resource Applications John Adams 497-1213 JOHNAD
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Remote Access Information
Data Communications (RSCS-RJE) Bill Ragin 497-1258 BILLR
US Telecom (Telenet) Marla Meehl 497-1301 MARIA
Internet Access (TCP/IP) Don Morris 497-1282 MORRIS

Operational Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240
Machine Room Oper. Supervisor 497-1200
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42
Tape Librarian - 1/2" and MSS Sue Long 497-1245 SUELONG
Graphics Software Distribution General Information 497-1201
Documentation Orders/Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 MARYB

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL: The electronic mail (e-mail) addresses above are for the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer. The following examples show the addresses for sending e-mail to the SCD consultants.

From the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, enter: TO CONSULTI
OR

From a host computer connected to the Internet, use a local mailing program with the Internet address:
consult1@scd4381.ucar.edu

If the Internet address does not work, note that the explicit Internet address is 128.117.8.7 and consult your local
system administrator.
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